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We undertake a theoretical study of edge spin-vortex excitations in fractional quantum Hall fluid. This is
done in view of quantised Euler hydrodynamics theory. The dispersions of true excitations for fractions
within 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1 are simulated which exhibit universal similarities and differences in behaviour. The
differences arise from different edge smoothness and spin (pseudo-spin) polarisations, in addition to spin-
charge competition. In particular, tuning the spin-charge factor causes coherent spin flipping associated with
partial and total polarisations of edge spin-vortices. This observation is tipped as an ideal mechanism for
realisation of functional spintronic devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two dimensional electron gas system submitted to
strong magnetic field usually form strongly correlated
quantum Hall fluids. The fluids are often incompressible1

and characterised by dissipationless superfluid flow2 and
formation of quantised vortices3. Integer and fractional
quantum Hall states are examples of quantum Hall flu-
ids (QHFs). The distinction arises from an integer
or fractional factor connecting the number of formed
quantised vortices to a magnetic flux number associated
with the applied field. The fractional factors present
richer physics content than its integer cousin. These
include the braiding statistics1 and the recently conjec-
tured double boundary layer4. In the same vein, the
edges of fractional QHFs, under small Zeeman split-
ting, supports spin textures5. The case of a QHF with
the accompanying properties in graphene will be par-
ticularly interesting. Chiefly due to graphene unique
magnetotransport properties6–8, unusual THz generation
and amplification9 and observation of anomalous quan-
tum Hall states at room temperature10–12. Another
important feature missed by conventional two dimen-
sional semiconductor heterostructures, caused by edge
reconstruction, is the unusual edge charge and spin
propagation5. In graphene fluid, there is a parameter
window in which the edge reconstruction can be avoided5.
In practice, this seem to have paved the way for the ex-
perimental observations of charge and spin excitations at
the edges of fractional quantum Hall liquids5,13,14.

a)Electronic mail: mrabiu@uds.edu.gh

On the other hand, quantum interpretations of exper-
imental measurements based on quasiparticle theory re-
vealed that edge spin (spin-flip) excitations are more en-
ergetically favourable compare to edge charge (conserved-
spin) excitations and even spin waves in the bulk15.
Ability to tune such spin excitations is very crucial in
spintronics, which is witnessing an increasing interests
through coherent spin dynamical properties. For in-
stance, dissipationless spin superfluid transport realised
on the platform of spintronics device could be very at-
tractive, in terms of large data storage and informa-
tion processing. Bulk spin superfluid transport has been
reported14. The case of spin-polarised fractional quan-
tum Hall states have also been studied for spin reversed
excitations16,17. However, the main hindering factor to-
wards realising a practical system will be the energy cost.
Edge spin transport should be able to overcome the ob-
stacles.

In this work, we study collective excitations concern-
ing spin-vortex dynamics localised at Hall fluid edges.
The fluid boundaries are modelled as smooth edges to
capture the true double boundary layer property of frac-
tional quantum Hall liquids. This is done in view of
quantised Euler hydrodynamics theory for vorticity. The
hydrodynamic approach is motivated by the fact that
QHF is a manifestation of microscopic properties on the
macroscopic scale. Hydrodynamic modes at finite fre-
quencies emerge at long wavelength limit due to slow
motion of quasiparticles. It is also based on its simplic-
ity and ability to properly capture quasiparticles inter-
actions. The new term arising from such interactions,
called anomalous term18,19 has non-trivial consequence
on transport properties, which is missed by microscopic
theories5,13. The hydrodynamic theory have been used
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to correctly yield exact Laughlin states18 and bulk charge
excitations19.

Microscopically, graphene has fourfold spin (↑, ↓) and
pseudo-spin (K,K ′) degeneracy. Within the macro-
scopic picture, the system possesses four fluid compo-
nents though only one momentum flux is measured. Each
component belongs to the space {K,K ′} ⊗ {↑, ↓}.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, a solution for vortex flow will be derived
from quantized Euler hydrodynamic equation. We will
calculate the edge density and edge spin excitations for
filling factors within 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1 together. The universal
similarities and differences in behaviour will be discussed
in Section III. We will conclude in Section IV highlighting
possible applications of our results.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. Euler hydrodynamics of charge vortices

The dynamics of incompressible vortex fluid is gov-
erned by Euler and continuity equations,

Dtρ
α = 0 and Dtu

α +∇pα = 0. (1)

Where the material derivative Dt ≡ ∂t + u · ∇ and u
is macroscopic fluid velocity connected with the micro-
scopic electron velocity, v = vFk/k. p is the partial
pressure per density and α is the fluid component index
(K↑, K↓, K’↑, K’↓). Taking the curl of Eq. (1), we get

Dtω
α = 0. (2)

Where the vorticity ω = ∇×u. The continuity equation
for the vortex, Dtρ

α
v = 0 also holds. The solution of

Eq. 2 have been obtained by Helmholtz and reported in20.
In a disk geometry having image vortices, the solution
consists of point-like vortices of the form,

uα = i
∑ Γα

zα − zαi (t)
+ c.c+ b.t, (3)

where c.c is the complex conjugate, z = x + iy and
u = ux − iuy. b.t is the boundary term which includes
drift velocity arising from a confining potential at fluid
boundary. We have assumed a flow in which the strength
of circulation, Γαi (= Γα) is both minimal and chiral such
that in the thermodynamic limit, rotation can be com-
pensated by the large number of vortices. This means,
one can have Bohr-Sommerfeld phase-space quantization
of the circulations, mvΓα = 2πβα~. Where mv is the vor-
tex inertia and βα is an integer or fraction. The equation
of motion for vortices is such that

vαi (t) = i
∑
i6=j

Γα

zαi (t)− zαj (t)
+ c.c+ b.t. (4)

Writing v interms of u using the identities πδ(r) ≡
∂̄(1/z) and

∑
i 6=j [2/(z− zi)(zi− zj)] ≡ [

∑
(1/(z− zi)]2−

∑
[1/(z − zi)]

2 , it is straight forward to show that18

v = u + (iΓ/2)∂zlogρv. We can recast the expression as

ρvv = ρvu +
Λν
4

∆u + ρvvD. (5)

using the commutation relation [u, ρ] = i(~/mv)∇ρ.
Where vD (= e`2B∇V/~) is the drift velocity of vortices
due to the boundary terms and Λν = 1− 1/β + 2mmax.
With mmax the angular momentum of vortices localised
near the boundary.

B. Gilbert-Landau-Lifshitz equation of spin vortices

The equation of motion for spin-vortices having a unit
magnitisation, m is best decribed by the Gilbert-Landau-
Lifshitz equation (GLLE)21,22

D̄tmi + (γ/m0)εijkmj∂mk
Hs + εijkmjD̃tmk = 0. (6)

Where the material derivatives are D̄t = ∂t + j · ∇
and D̃t = α∂t + βj · ∇. j is the spin-vortex current
and Hs is the spin Hamiltonian21. m0 is the magni-
tude of the magnetic moment per area. α is the Gilbert
damping constant, which quantifies the macroscopic re-
sponse of spin angular momentum polarised along z-axis.
It takes small values for temperatures far below room
temperature22. γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and β is the
non-adiabatic effect. The magnetisation is projected out-
of-plane, for this reason one can map the in-plane coor-
dinate ((r, φ)) onto a 3D unit sphere (Θ(r),Φ(φ)). That
is, m = (sinΘ(r)sinΦ(φ), sinΘ(r)cosΦ(φ), cosΘ(r)). We
are concerned with the dynamics in the vicinity of of
an equilibrium fluid that may result in the deformation
of the excitation spectrum. Equation (6) can be trans-
formed into non-Newtonian force of interactions between
vortices22

Fµ = εµνN0(Uν − Jν) + δµνD0(αUν − Jν). (7)

governing the drift of the spin-vortices. U and J are
the spin velocity and current, respectively. Assuming a
vanishing dissipation dyadic, D0 = 0, the number N0 is
expressed as

N0 = m0

∫
d2r [∇Θ×∇Φ] sinΘ. (8)

Equation (8) is solved using the constraint Φ = Γφ +
π/2 together with the quantisation rule [Φ,∇Θ] =
±iβ~. These yield, N0 = ±2~β(m0 + ∇ρv). As-
suming for the moment that J << U , one obtains
the the spin velocity in a plane U = F/N0 or in
terms of energy of vortex-vortex interactions22, W =
−2π(m0β

2~2Js/γ)
∑
i log |z − zi|.

U = ± m0βJs
γ(m0 ±∇ρv)

u. (9)
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For the intrinsic spin degree of freedom, one can re-
define the charge and spin densities as 2ρc = ρ↑ + ρ↓,
2ρs = ρ↑− ρ↓ and velocities as u = u↑+ u↓, U = u↑−u↓.
Equation (5) is transformed into the velocity field

v = u +
Λν

4(ρ2
c − ρ2

s)
(ρc∆u− ρs∆U) + vD,c, (10)

which can be simplified further in terms of u using
Eq. (9).

C. Edge velocity and model of boundary term

In real space and at the boundary, Eq. (3) assumes the
form

u(r)
∣∣∣
∂Ω

= −
∑
i

gΓ(r − ri)
|r − ri|2

+
∑
i

gΓ(r − r′i)
|r − r′i|2

or in momentum space

u(q)
∣∣∣
∂Ω

= −
∑
i

gΓ

(
r2 − r2

i

2πr

)∫
r=R

d2r
eiqrcosθ

|r − ri|2
.

Following standard elementary calculations, this simpli-
fies to give

u(q)
∣∣∣
∂Ω

= −
∑
i

gΓ
ε`Γ

R

(ri
R

)|`|
i`J`(qR)ei`θq . (11)

θq is the angle between q and R introduced after per-
forming the θ integration.

The spin edge dispersion is calculated using the con-
tinuity equations defined in the bulk and on the edge of
the fluid, as

iωρc,B = ∇PΘ(R− r), iωρc,E = Pδ(R− r). (12)

Where the momentum flux is P = ρcv + ρsV. V is
the spin-vortex velocity which differs from the charge
velocity-vortex v by a proportionality constant. δ(x)
and Θ(x) are delta and step functions of x. Combining
Eqs. (12) and using ρc = ρc,B + ρc,E , we get

ω = [v+SzV](δ(r−R)−iΘ(r−R)∇[log(v+SzV)+log ρc]
(13)

integrating over d2r on both sides utilising
∫

Θ(r −
R)∇(n)

r f(r)dr = −∇(n−1)
r f(R) yields

ωR = [(1 + µSz)(2 + log ρc)] v
∣∣∣
∂Ω
. (14)

Where the spin-charge competition effect µ = U/u =
V/v = ξ/ξ̄ with ξ̄ = (~/2πmv)R2

0 and Sz = ρs/ρc. The
velocity for vortices localised at the boundary ∂Ω is com-
puted from Eq. (10). In momentum space, this can be
express as

v(q)
∣∣∣
∂Ω

=
∑
i,`

ξ̄βR
[ (ri

R

)|`|
− qΛν

2ρcR

(1− µSz)
(1− S2

z )
×

(ri
R

)|`−1| ]
K`(qR) + vDδ`,1J`(qR). (15)

We now introduce the smooth edge model of FQHE
fluid, which gives us qualitative understanding of spin-
vortex dynamics at the edges of the system. To model the
edges, we consider a sufficiently large but finite droplet
consisting of Nv vortices occupying a disk with edges
at equilibrium radius R0 = `B

√
N/πρ0. The smooth-

ness is caused by clustering of vortices at the edges and
subsequently performing small cyclotron oscillations. It
is possible to have dipole moment within the boundary
layer. Modulations of charges in the layer can be re-
lated to the change in local radius, δR. For sufficiently
smooth edges, this can be expanded in Fourier series
δR(ϕ) = R0

∑
m bmExp(imϕ) + c.c for all possible an-

gular momenta excitations. m is an integer. Where the
dimensionless coefficient b` is a geometric (deformations)
parameter. It measures the smoothness (strength) of the
edge and varied within 0 < bm < 1. After some algebra
and simplifications, the velocity Eq. (15) together with
Eq. (14) now takes the form

ω =
∑
i,`

ξ̄β
[( ri

R0

)|`|
F1,n −

qΛν
2ρcR

(1− µSz)
(1− S2

z )

×F2,n

(
ri
R0

)|`−1| ]
K`(qR0)

+vD(−1)nF1,nδ`,1J`(qR0). (16)

Where we have used the modified Bessel function rela-
tion K`(Λx) = Λ−`

∑
n[(Λ2 − 1)x/2]nK`+n(x) and the

Bessel function J`(Λx) = Λ−`
∑
n[(1 − Λ2)x/2]nJ`+n(x)

with Λ =
∑
bmExp(imϕ) + c.c. In Eq. (16), we have in-

tegrated over ϕ to get Fm,n(bm) =
∫

dϕΛm−1(Λ2 + 1)n.
So far, we have not provided physical interpretations to

β. In the context of fractional quantum Hall effect fluids,
it was realised as the Laughlin filling fractions for a sin-
gle component fluid18. For the case of graphene, which
is a multicomponent fluid, we interpret β(= 1/νG) as
the Laughlin-Halperin filling factors23. Where νG is the
graphene filling fraction calculated from νG =

∑4
i=1 νi.

i is the component index. The component fractions
are computed from23 Nφ = mαρv,α +

∑
β 6=α nαβρv,β .

The intra and inter component factors are well chosen
to yield a particular νG value. By defining the intrin-
sic spin polarisation as Sz = ν↑K + ν↑K′ − ν↓K − ν↓K ,
each νG will yield a particular value for the Sz. Previ-
ous equations equally hold for the pseudo-spin polarisa-
tion also defined as S̃z = ρps/ρc in terms of charge and

S̃z = ν↑K + ν↓K − ν↑K′ − ν↓K′ in terms of component
index factors.

We are interested in simulating Eq. (16) for various

values of νG, Sz (S̃z), bm and µ.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, we observed the spin-vortex
excitations for µ > 1, µ < 1 and deformation parameters;
b1 = 0.097, b4 = 0.79.
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In Fig. 1 (Top) for Sz = (1/3, 0, 1/5, 2/3)/2 and

S̃z = 0. When µ < 1, quasiparticle charge dynam-
ics completely masked the spin dynamics. What is ob-
served is the one resembling edge magnetoplasmons ex-
citations. However, the excitation curves depicts reso-
nance peaks originating from the boundary layer edges.
Except the strong dependence on deformations, all fill-
ing factors have similar behavior. In Fig. 1 (Buttom)
for the µ > 1, the spin degree of freedom is very re-
sponsive making excitations appear unusual compared
to reported observations13. This can be seen in all the
dispersions curves. Remarkably, an unusual behavior of
coherent spin flipping are observed. On one hand, both
β = 5/3 and β = 3 indicate partial spin polarisations
(spin flip up and down), with respect to boundary edges.
The β = 5/2 is unexpectedly, remain robust. However,
the β = 3/2 have complete reorientation of spins. On the
other hand, what it means is that, there is a fraction of
the spins pointing one direction at the outer edge and the
other fraction pointing the opposite direction. Also, all
spins point up at one edge and down at the second edge.
The behavior allows the system to have pure spin Hall
liquid behavior which is very useful in spintronic devices
for data storage and information processing.

In the pseudo-spin polarisation sector; Sz = 0 and
S̃z = (−1/3, 2/5, 1/5, 2/9)/2. When µ > 1, excitations
similar to those of the Fig. 1 (Top) are obtained. This
is shown in Fig. 2 (Top). However, an interesting and
unique spin-vortex dynamics resembling the case of Fig. 1
(Buttom) occurs. In Fig. 2 (Buttom), the spin-vortex
flipping mechanisms for the pseudo-spin polarisations are
quite different from the case of intrinsic spin polarisa-
tions. The robust state turn out to be the usual Laughlin
state, β = 3 as oppose to β = 5/2. In general, boundary
deformation causes more vortices to have their spins po-
larised. Less (more) energy is required to create β = 3
(β = 5/3) excitations as indicated by the large difference
in the observations for b1 = 0.097 and b4 = 0.79 graphs.
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FIG. 1. Spin excitation dispertions of (Top) µ > 1 and (Top)
µ < 1 for spin, Sz polarisations. β = 3 (blue), β = 5/3
(green), β = 5/2 (brown), β = 3/2 (red).

A three dimensional plot showing the effects of varying
deformations on the low-energy spin -vortex excitations
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FIG. 2. Spin excitation dispertions of (Top) µ > 1 and (Top)

µ < 1 for spin, S̃z polarisations. β = 3 (blue), β = 5/3
(green), β = 5/2 (brown), β = 3/2 (red).

is shown in Fig. 3. The pseudo-spin polarisation corre-
sponding to β = 3/2 is used. It is immediately clear
how the deformation parameter influences the vortex ex-
citations when the spin-charge competition parameter is
tune from right to left. Oscillations gradually appears at
relatively high deformations. This means that plasmonic
signals with constant amplitude are generated and the
phenomenon is ideal for device applications. Similarly,
for a constant µ but varying polarisation from pseudo-
spin to spin polarisations, there is a total spin flip from
up to down at both boundaries. This is depicted in Fig. 4.
Again, the controllability of the spin degree of freedom
can be utilised in spintronic devices.

FIG. 3. Behaviour of sEMP excitations at varying edge defor-
mation b`, β = 3/2 and Sz = 2/3. (Left) µ > 1 and (Right)
µ < 1.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have demonstrated detailed theo-
retical studies of spin-vortex dynamics, using quantised
Euler and Gilbert-Landau-Lifshitz equations. Two ex-
citation peaks show up depicting the double boundary
character of FQHE. In a physically relevant parameter
space, some filling factors exhibit full and partial spin
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FIG. 4. Behaviour of sEMP excitations at varying edge de-
formation b`, β = 3/2 and µ > 1. (Left) Sz = 0, S̃z = 2/3

and (Right) Sz = 2/9, S̃z = 0.

flipping at fluid boundaries. An inconsequential robust-
ness is demonstrated by the β = 1/3 and β = 5/2 for
pseudo-spin and spin polarisations, respectively. On the
other hand, the other filling fractions show an unexpected
evolution to partial or full polarisations. This is achieved
by tuning both deformation and spin-charge parameters.

A natural direction to extend this studies is the edge
excitations of spin-textured (Skyrmions) of the fractional
quantum Hall fluid. A motivation was already presented
for the integer case13.
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